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“Your oil is everything you say and more. It has really
helped my wife’s dry skin from her continued chemotherapy. She has started an airbrush makeup business
and would very much like to sell your oil. Dry skin is
a religion in Southern California.” Steve~
California~
“Best I’ve ever purchased, super fast ship!” Aneah~
Wisconsin~
“love it exactly the same as every expensive brand. I
love this oil.” Amy~Pennsylvania~
“fast shipping, the best oil I’ve tried. Will be back for
more!” Mary~
“I noticed instant results from my first use of Argan
Oil. My skin feels softer, unlike the other product I
had been using. I’m glad to know that it won’t clog
pores. I’ve been using it in my hair for taming the
frizzies, and love the sheen it provides. Argan Oil has
earned my two thumbs up, along with much gratitude
for being the one product that has kept my skin from
itching. Thank YOU!!” Gail Martin (Marathon runner and Massage Therapist)
“Super fast shipping. Great Communication, Great
Oil!!!!!!!” Nancy~Illinois
“PERFECT! Thank you so much, the product is
AMAZING! Makes my skin feel like silk.”
Rebecca~North Carolina
“This oil ROCKS!!! Thanks for quick delivery!!!
AAA+++” Mary~Pennsylvania
“...richer than Josie Maran brand, adds sheen to 4B
hair, fast shipping!” Pearl ~New York~
“Great product! Already have recommended to
friends! Thank you so much!” Yoneko~Califormia
“Great for the face. Also use regularly to take scars
away. . .” Colene~Michigan
“Wonderful product, love it, super fast shipping,
thanks!” Marie~South Carolina
“EXCELLENT SELLER ~ EXCELLENT PRICE
~EXCELLENT SERVICE ~HIGHLY RECOMMENDED~THANK YOU” Dilita~Texas
“5*****” Betty~New York~“Love this product
A+A+A+A+A+A+” Mary~Maryland~
“Love it. Thanks for extra info on product and quick
shipping!” Leatrice~Ohio
“FIRST CLASS! Will let my friends know. 10 Stars
plus” Sheila~Florida

Argan Oil Cosmetic Uses
1. Softens dry skin, soothes dry patches, and improves skin conditioning. Customers describe the
results as amazing and phenomenal, giving them
healthy and glowing skin that is no longer oily. A
perfect all-over face, hand and body moisturizer.

The Posh Peddler, LTD

2. Helps to prevent stretch marks, especially during and after pregnancy. Simply use as you would
any other stretch mark cream. The oil absorbs
easily and doesn’t leave oily residue.

PURE 100%
ORGANIC ARGAN OIL

3. Reduces the look of wrinkly skin under the eyes,
either using it alone or in combination with your
favorite eye cream.

“Beauty is in its
makeup”

4. Use in place of chemical based products to help
heal acne blemishes and resulting redness from
irritated skin.
5. Argan oil is one of the world's richest natural
sources of vitamin E, so it is a great treatment for a
variety of skin conditions. Our customers say that
it relieves severe eczema and psoriasis.
6. Use to soften cuticles and nails.

7. Use to reduce "the frizzies" and dry ends in your
hair. You can add a few drops to your favorite conditioner after shampooing. Leave on for a minute
or two and rinse out. It gives your hair a nice shine
without the oily appearance. Alleviate dry, itchy
scalp. Apply to scalp and wrap head in a warm
towel for 30 minutes to soothe irritation.
8. Mineral and silicone based make-ups tend to
suffocate the skin, but argan oil allows the skin to
breathe while giving it a rejuvenated look. It
does not harm your skin.
9. In the Moroccan culture, argan oil has been
used on babies’ delicate skin for centuries. A great
alternative to chemical-based baby oils.
10. Its results are long-lasting, not temporary like
many chemical-based make up products.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Our organic Argan Oil is certified by ECOCERT, a
French organization authorized and accredited by
COFRANC (French Committee for Accreditation),
an impartial accrediting organization. Part of its
responsibility is to certify agricultural products that
meet organic certification requirements, which
ECOCERT has done for the producer of this oil.
This oil is rare and unadulterated, produced from
trees grown only in Morocco. It is popular in Europe as a natural skin conditioner, allowing the
skin, hair and nails to absorb natural nutrients and
restore natural beauty. Because of its great benefits to hair, skin and nails, it is a tremendous asset
for beauty salons, spas, and massage therapy.
We package our oil in a tinted glass bottle with a
shrink-wrap sealed dropper. The tinted bottle helps
to protect the oil from degradation during normal
and regular use.
Q: Is there any other ingredient in your product?
A: No. Our oil contains only the oil extracted
from raw argan seed. It is tested for authenticity by
the Moroccan Government prior to export, as a
precondition for obtaining an Export License.
Q: What methods are used to process the oil
that you sell?
A: The process of producing Cosmetic grade
Argan Oil, a rare natural product, combines traditional methods of extracting seed with conventional mechanical methods of extracting the Argan Oil
from the kernels. The tree produces an ovalshaped green fruit which contains 2-3 kernels inside a pit. In order to extract the kernels from the
pit, the almond-shaped nut must first be cracked
open. Berber women collect the fruit and engage
in the difficult process of extracting the kernels.
Our producer, who is from Agadir, Morocco and a
member of the Berber people, then collects seeds
from Berber women and uses a mechanical process to extract the oil.

His process eliminates the older, traditional process
in which the paste was mixed with water to bring
the oil to the surface, and then collected for use. It
is First Cold Pressed and Extra Virgin, which improves quality and prolongs the life of the oil. Still, it
takes from 15-25 hours of tedious work by hand for
women to produce the 3 kg of kernels needed to
produce one liter of argan oil. This means that, on
average, it takes about one hour to crack open
enough kernels to produce 2 ounces of oil.
Q: What is the shelf-life of your argan oil?

A: Because of the method used to extract and
process our argan, instead of a 2-3 months shelf
life of oil under the traditional method, our oil has at
least a 2-3 year shelf life. Our bottles inhibits breakdown and spoilage. Like any oils, it should be kept
away from sunlight and heat in order to preserve
shelf-life.
Q: Does your oil meet Fair Trade standards?
A: Yes. EcoCert conforms to the FINE Declaration and AFNOR Agreement AC X50-340 and has
been a member of the PFCE (French Platform for
Fair Trade) since October 2007.
NUTRITION FOR HAIR, SKIN & NAILS

The beauty secret of Argan oil lies in its unique
composition. The amazing Argan oil is rich in natural antioxidants, essential fatty acids, carotenoids, ferulic acid, sterols, and polyphenols. It
also contains remarkably high levels of vitamin E
and Squalene. Argan Oil does not clog pores and
has an amazingly diverse range of cosmetic benefits for the skin, hair and nails:
 Helps reduce wrinkles, fine lines & crepiness
 Helps prevent stretch marks
 Helps Strengthen your hair
 Helps nourish your skin, dry hair & nails
 Fights dandruff– naturally

Argan Oil in recent years has begun making
a name for itself on the international stage.
It has become very popular in countries
such as: The United Kingdom, Canada,
France, Germany, Kuwait, Korea, Australia
and, recently, here in the U.S.A.
Argan oil cosmetic based products originated from Moroccan women who have used it
for cosmetic purposes for centuries. The oil
is used topically to hydrate the skin.

This miracle oil stimulates intracellular oxygenation, neutralizes free radicals and protects the soft tissue. Upon application to the
skin, it restores and increases the nutrient
content of skin cells.
Argan Oil is touted as a complete anti-aging
product, regenerating, restructuring and
preserving the skin’s youth capital. After a
few applications, the skin is supple and soft,
and the complexion becomes brighter.
It has been reported on in The Daily Mail,
CNN, BBC, SBS, New York Times just to
name a few. All mentioned how it has
helped create jobs for women in
villages, provided them with an education
and helps to protect, and spread appreciation for, the argan tree.
Its cosmetic benefits have been well researched in the last few decades and the
research continues. The argan tree has
been protected since 1999 by UNESCO.

